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Abstract
This article explores the interplay between different types of knowledge and rationality in care work through a case study of a nursing home innovation project in a Danish municipality. The aim is to understand the implications for innovation processes and dissemination within the context of elder care. Care work, in some sense, relies on relational and contextual knowledge which may lead to challenges when innovation and best practices are to be diffused across organizations. This is especially true since diffusion often relies on codification of practices and knowledge. Caring rationality is essential to how technologies and methods are practiced in the care situation, and thus also essential for best practices and how they are disseminated. However, other types of codified and explicit rationality are equally important. The article concludes that there are several types of knowledge in play in care work practices and innovation, and it indicates that communities of practice could be key to understanding how to share and learn from best practices across organizations.
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Introduction
In Scandinavian welfare states, elder care is a core welfare domain which, to a large extent, is provided by the public sector (Daly & Lewis, 2000). The right of elderly citizens to have care provided in order to have a decent life and well-being in later age is not contested as an overall welfare state responsibility (Knijn & Kremer, 1997). However, ageing populations and increased lifespan, combined with financial pressure on the public sector, make the question of how to ensure efficient elder care a major policy concern. Another central issue is how quality of life and ethical standards are upheld in elder care institutions and organizations in general and under these particular circumstances. One widespread answer to these challenges is to initiate innovative efforts in the public sector in order to meet the desired level of welfare today and in the future under conditions of changing demographics and increasing demands on the quality and flexibility of public services (Bason, 2007; Fuglsang & Rønning,
This has led to political strategies and initiatives to enhance innovative efforts and find new solutions to increase the effectiveness and quality of elder care. In Danish elder care, for example, this manifests itself as a political interest in diffusion of innovation and learning from best practice across the sector. This article studies an innovation project in the municipality of Copenhagen, which involves developing and sharing of innovation across five nursing homes. An aim of the project is to develop a ‘catalogue of methods’, which will function as a tool for sharing best practices and for harvesting ideas from successful local practices. Under the project, the nursing homes have received funds to systematically experiment with activities aimed at increasing citizens’ quality of life. Each nursing home has the autonomy to choose activities with which they wish to work. Some nursing homes have experimented with ‘interview techniques’ as a method by which to gain a better understanding of the citizens’ lives. Others have experimented with tablets as a tool to create ‘special moments’ for the citizens, and also with a ‘buddy arrangement’, where new residents are greeted by one of the other residents when they move in. These innovations all emerge from everyday work practice in the specific local contexts of the respective nursing homes.

The endeavour to diffuse and spread innovation in the public sector to a wider population of organizations is linked to the pursuit of allowing society to benefit from innovation in the broadest possible sense. This can be seen in contrast to protecting innovations in order to maintain a competitive advantage, as is the case in the private sector (Hartley, 2005, 2016). There seems to be a growing recognition that diffusion of innovation and spreading of best practice often rely on cultural and tacit dimensions of knowledge (Hartley & Benington, 2006). Despite these insights, many innovation projects in the public sector still seem to rely on a concept of knowledge as codified and explicit, and innovation as something which can be replicated from one organization to another. It is often assumed that public service organizations will share their knowledge through benchmarking, integrated databases, websites and collaboration, even when there is no clear strategy for knowledge transfer and no articulated theory of what knowledge is and how it can be shared (Hartley & Benington, 2006). A similar tendency is seen with the case study of this article, where there is an aim to develop a ‘catalogue of methods’ and to spread innovations across organizations. There are few explicit reflections about how to understand knowledge and learning in the context of elder care work, or what this means for processes and diffusion of innovation. Theoretically, care work is often conceptualized as highly relational and contextual, as characterized by a so-called ‘care rationality’ (Dybbroe, 2012; Wærness, 1984). From a perspective of dissemination of practices across organizations or local contexts, not understanding the specifics of care work could create tensions between the contextuality of innovation practices and the requirement for codification and explication of these.

This schism is explored in the article through a study and discussion of how different types of knowledge and rationality play out in care work practice and what it means for innovation processes. Subsequently, the article discusses the implications of different types of knowledge and learning for dissemination of innovation in elder care within a public sector context. The focus is on everyday work practices and the implications of these for innovation processes; not least because they are seen to have implications for the dissemination and adoption of practices in other contexts. The contribution of this article is a contextualization of public service innovation in the domain of elder care, which
elucidates the interrelationship between the contextual and relational character of formal paid care work and more systematic, formal and codified types of knowledge. The insights are particularly relevant to professional care in the public service domains of care work, such as nursing, elder care and child care.

**Diffusion of innovation: between replication and learning**

There is currently a great political interest in the role of diffusion or dissemination of innovation in the public sector. In Rogers’ contribution to understanding diffusion of innovation, he argues that an important factor for the adoption rate of innovation is its compatibility with the values, beliefs and experiences of the individuals in the social system (1995). Recently, the recognition of the role of context and culture for diffusion of innovation has led researchers to reconsider ideas about dissemination and adoption of innovation and to dismiss concepts like replication (Hartley & Benington, 2006). Hartley and Benington (2006, p. 104), for example, argue that there may not be a best way to share knowledge and that perhaps there has been an overemphasis on explicit knowledge in the public sector. Challenging what they call the ‘drag and drop’ metaphor of knowledge transfer, (which implies the movement of explicit – abstracted – knowledge from one context to another), they suggest instead that knowledge be seen as ‘continuously reviewed, recreated and re-appreciated as it is taken into different settings’. Thus, they suggest the metaphor of ‘grafting and transplanting’, which is an active process rather than a passive copying of best practice. They also suggest that adaption rather than adoption is central to knowledge transfer (Hartley & Benington, 2006, p. 104), meaning that innovations are often adjusted when implemented in a new organizational context. Hartley (2016) further emphasizes that service innovations, which often require greater tacit knowledge than technological innovations, do not spread linearly and are often adapted to the local context and conditions (Hartley, 2016). These ideas lie well in line with practice based understandings of innovation as well as theories of organizational learning.

Practice based understandings of innovation appear in parts of organizational learning literature, as well as in service innovation literature. They emphasize the role of everyday practice for innovation and break with the assumption that innovation is always intentional and disruptive (Fuglsang & Sørensen, 2011). Practice based understandings of innovation recognize incremental and less tangible improvements as significant for innovation and as something that may gradually lead to more radical changes (Sundbo & Toivonen, 2011). From these perspectives, innovation does not rely mainly on explicit and codified knowledge and is not always easily replicable. Concepts like ‘ad hoc innovation’ (Jong & Vermeulen, 2003; Toivonen, 2010) and ‘bricolage’, as well as ‘problem-solving with resources at hand’ (Brown & Duguid, 1991; Fuglsang & Sørensen, 2011), signify that innovation activities are closely integrated into daily practices (Fuglsang, 2008). In other words, they can take place partly as a hidden activity and contain tacit dimensions that are not always acknowledged (Fuglsang & Sørensen, 2011). A challenge with this kind of innovation is how to systematize it in a way that makes it possible to transfer or disseminate information to other localities or organizations. These concepts of innovation may help us understand innovation processes in this case study.
The break with abstracted and codified knowledge: organizational learning, situated knowledge and rationality of caring

A break with the strong reliance on abstracted and codified knowledge, and claims of the importance of tacit and practice based types of knowledge, is seen in theories on organizational learning. Organizational learning literature emphasizes the role of situated knowledge, experience and practice for knowledge sharing. Distinctions between explicit and tacit knowledge (Nonaka, 1994), and between abstracted and situated knowledge and learning (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989), have been unfolded in this literature. Common to these distinctions is an interest in breaking with the prevailing valorization of abstracted and codified knowledge (Brown & Duguid, 1991). Instead, more practice based understandings of innovation are stressed and communities of practice are seen as important sites for learning, knowledge sharing and innovation in organizational settings (Brown & Duguid, 1991). According to Wenger (2000), it is by participating in such communities that professionals define with each other what constitutes competence in a given context, such as determining what defines a reliable doctor or what defines a gifted photographer.

Another group of theories that break with abstracted knowledge are theories on care rationality. Here the distinction is presented as one between scientific, instrumental rationality versus expressive, emotional rationality (Wæreness, 1984). Organizational theory has paid little attention to the type of knowledge that rationality of caring represents. However, it has been widely debated in feminist theories of care and theory on care work (Davies, 1995; Dybbroe, 2012; Parton, 2003; Wæreness, 1984), and also concerning the relationship between justice and care (Friedman, 1995; Habermas, 1990; Okin, 1989). Theories about knowledge in care work with dichotomies between caring and science and between abstract versus situated knowledge. Wæreness also distinguishes between the cognitive versus sentient actor (1984) and valorizes the sentient actor over the cognitive when it comes to care work. The characteristics of care work are central to understanding the everyday practices in nursing homes. Care rationality is represented as a relational and contextual rationality combined with a high level of empathy. It implies that the assessment of what should be done in a certain situation is based on knowledge of the citizen and understanding of his or her situation. This rationality is central to the meaning of care work and, thus, to the practices in everyday care situations in nursing homes. Dybbroe (2012) describes that meaning and identity in care work are given in situations when care workers interpret and understand the situation of the other and are able to organize tasks and do them in a particular way. The specific experiences and interactions with the other are key to this meaning. In human work, the citizens, patients or clients involved are a significant dimension of interactions in work, and professional identity is saturated with understanding, reflection and experiences of interacting with human beings (Dybbroe, 2012). This elucidates the ethical dimensions in care work, which have been conceptualized in care ethics (Gilligan, 2009) and in literature on ethical literacy in care work (Køjer & Dupret, 2015). Care ethics focus on caring ability as a fundamental competence we acquire through our history as caregivers (Kamp & Hvid, 2012). It is contextual and relational ethics that link to experience and practical reason developed from particular situations, rather than universal principles of ethics (Gilligan, 2009).

The concepts of care ethics and care rationality have normative underpinnings; these concepts aim at valorizing ways of reasoning that have been devalorized in hierarchical dichotomies between body and rationality, female and male, private and public, and between particular and universal in relation to knowledge.
or ethical judgement (Bacchi & Beasley, 2002; Dahl, 2012; Parton, 2003; Young, 1989). However, this concept of care has been challenged and nuanced in theoretical debates, such as debates about justice and care, and in debates about care and rights in a disability context. In disability studies, the discussion and critique of the concept of care, especially regarding its implications for dependency and asymmetry in power relations (Kröger, 2009), argue that this makes empowerment and care incompatible (Kröger, 2009; Morris, 1997, 2001). Further, it is argued that the language of and policy-focus upon ‘care’ tends to be oppressive and objectifying (Fine & Glendinning, 2005). In feminist debates about justice and care, it is sometimes argued that we need to rethink the relationship between justice and care in ways that integrate or reconcile the two (Friedman, 1995; Held, 1995).

**Formal paid care as professional practice**

Relevant to this article is the view on care in the field of formal paid care work, such as that in a welfare state setting. Here, the concept of care is developed within a framework of competencies and professional practice, sometimes in ways that break with a dichotomized view on care as something opposed to or separate from scientific knowledge. Davies (1995) argues that care work is characterized by flexibility of response to what is required in the situation, where nothing is predictable in advance and care is ‘committed attending’ which cannot easily be translated into a set of specific and identifiable tasks. However, her view also represents an understanding of care that challenges dichotomous thinking, counterposing the head with the heart and rationality with emotion. It imparts a rather purposeful, active and ‘rational’ love as the essence of caring. It is not about contrasting competence and caring, instead but rather to see viewing it as competence in caring (Davies, 1995, p. 19). Furthermore, she stresses that formal knowledge, such as scientific knowledge, stands alongside other types of knowledge and leaves considerable space for adjustment and negotiation in the caring situation in light of acquired and detailed understanding of people and situations (Davies, 1995). This suggests that we can see caring as produced by and supported through a variety of knowledge forms.

When dealing with formal paid care work in a welfare state setting, care recipients are also characterized as being citizens with rights. From a normative perspective, the public sector is structured by a particular principle of justice and relates to citizens as rights bearing persons (Eriksen, 1999; Langergaard, 2011; Rothstein, 1998). But even beyond this particular normative definition of the public sector, one can argue that due process and individual rights are important formal principles that, in some instances, cannot be bypassed by relational and sentient concerns. Some argue that values of equal treatment, impartiality, predictability and fairness in the handling of cases, alongside a concern for due process, are important in the public sector (du Gay, 2008), thus putting a limit on the scope of the ethics of care and opening an additional dimension to be balanced in the daily practice of care work.

**Methodology and the case study**

This article builds on a qualitative case study of an innovation project called ‘Quality of life at Nursing Homes’ in the Municipality of Copenhagen. The data were collected between spring 2015 and autumn 2016. This particular project encompasses local sub-projects at five nursing homes; they receive funds from the municipality to carry out innovative activities with the aim of improving
citizens’ quality of life. The resources are used to give employees extra time to work on the activities, on consultancy aid and to buy technology. Each nursing home has a local project group and has the autonomy to define the focus and aims of their activities. This opens up a complementarity between top-down structure and bottom-up practice in the project as a whole, and makes the case relevant for studying the conditions around disseminating and spreading innovation across local organizations in the sector. All nursing homes couple the project with currently existing focus areas of their activities and allow these to determine the foci of their local sub-projects. The innovation activities that they experiment with are mostly non-technological and directed at improving the self-determination of the citizens or the relational aspects of the citizens’ lives. The activities range from new human practices to the use of information and digital technology. These include activities such as a ‘buddy arrangement’, where new residents are greeted by a neighbour responsible for welcoming them and establishing initial contact, the systematic use of interview techniques, or the deployment of tablets to support the relationships between staff and residents by creating ‘special moments’. The latter method is used in particular with cognitively impaired citizens who have difficulties with articulating how their quality of life can be improved. The project is about both creating innovation in the sense of new practices and making already existing best practices visible in order to let other nursing homes learn from them.

Table 1: Overview of innovation activities

| Nursing home 1   | Neighbourliness (internally between residents and with external local community).  
|                  | - Role models in relation to meals (such as the role of hostess).  
|                  | - Collaboration between different professional groups. |
| Nursing home 2   | ‘Special moments’ of spontaneous presence, sometimes supported by tablets or musical instruments. Focus on citizens with dementia.  
|                  | - Life stories, sometimes supported by technology such as tablets. |
| Nursing home 3   | Debate groups in combination with dinner. |
| Nursing home 4   | ‘The good life’: action plans developed by use of certain interview techniques. Focus on homeliness and the citizen’s understanding of the good everyday life. |
| Nursing home 5   | ‘Your choice, your life’: an interview technique focusing on the citizen’s notions of the good life.  
|                  | - ‘Moving in’ well: a buddy arrangement for new residents who are greeted by a neighbour. |

This article builds on group interviews carried out with care assistants, nurses and managers at the five nursing homes. The interviews were conducted in two rounds: the first round was in spring 2015 in the early days of the project, where a combined total of six interviews from all five nursing homes were conducted. A total of 13 employees and leaders participated in the interviews, which lasted between one and one-and-a-half hours each. The interviews were exploratory with the aim of gaining insight into innovation processes in the particular setting and context of the nursing homes, and gaining insight into the role of everyday practice and top-down project structures for innovation processes. The interview guide was centred around themes such as: details about the local sub-projects and the backgrounds for and decisions made in relation to these, how changes are initiated at the nursing homes, challenges and resources in relation to the
innovation projects and the relationship between the overall municipal project and the everyday practices and activities.

The second round of interviews, conducted in autumn 2016, consisted of six follow-up interviews aimed at covering how the project had developed and the results the nursing homes experienced in relation to it. These interviews also lasted between one and one-and-a-half hours each. The interview guide had themes like: the innovation process so far, the results of the initiatives, the relationship between the sub-project and the overall project, the role and relationship with the citizens and their ideas about future retention of the efforts and potential adoption of methods from other nursing homes. Interviews were conducted with a total of 18 employees and leaders, some of whom had also participated in the first round.

All interviews were qualitative and semi-structured (Kvale, 2007), and were conducted in groups of care assistants, nurses and leaders. This approach allowed the interviewees to express their own perspectives and let the conversation develop in ways where the interviewees could introduce themes they perceived as important to the project and their everyday work practices. In looking at the differences between the nursing homes and the local sub-projects, one recurring theme in the stories about everyday work life and practices was the meaning of care and the relational dimension of care work. Even though the interviewees were not asked directly about care, their answers consistently reflected that care and their relationships with citizens were perceived to be central to their everyday work. Thus, the meaning of care is pivotal to the success of the project and its goal of working systematically to increase citizens’ quality of life. It is this particular dimension of everyday practices that will be discussed in relation to its implications for innovation processes and organizational learning within the context of public sector nursing homes.

The nursing home managers selected particular employees for interview because they considered them most able to provide insight into the project. This potentially led to issues due to the managers’ positions as gatekeepers. However, as the aim was not an evaluation of the project, something which could have led to self-censorship of the employees, but rather to understand how they make sense of the project in relation to their everyday work life, this issue did not come across as relevant.

In the analysis, emphasis was placed on statements by care assistants and nurses, as they are closest to the everyday practices and methods used to work with citizens. No particular differences between these two groups of care workers were revealed in the interviews regarding the way they portray care work or the competencies and skills necessary for carrying out care work; both groups are similar in the sense that they explicitly emphasize the importance of relations and empathy while at the same time stressing professionalism and knowledge about dementia. The analysis displays how the nursing homes work to systematize and codify certain dimensions of care in order to better share knowledge and understanding about the citizens. A thematic analysis was used with a focus on the theme of care and the types of knowledge at play in the practices that are developed through the project. Quotations have been selected that demonstrate these issues as expressed by the employees.
Findings and analysis: the ‘quality of life at nursing homes’ project

In a review of the interviewees’ responses, the dimensions of care work in relation to the identity and meaning of this work is expressed as being of central importance. To the employees, an essential part of care work has to do with building a relationship with the elderly citizens. In both the first and second rounds of interviews, employees expressed that in order for innovations to be successful, citizens must be approached with care, empathy and understanding. Across almost all interviews, the relationships with citizens are stated as a primary motivating factor in choosing the care worker profession. One care worker says:

‘Most people who apply for this job are not too concerned with leaving at precisely one o’clock […] That is how it is when you deal with people. [It’s about] empathy, caring and an interest in how other people live their lives and how they feel. You get very affected by how the residents feel’ (care assistant in nursing home, first round of interviews).

A number of the innovations that are developed in the project seem to focus on supporting this dimension of care work.

Contrary to what is often stressed in literature on care, namely that the competencies and rationality connected to care work are often difficult to articulate (Davies, 1995) and thus easier to overlook, the nurses and care assistants in the interviews are very explicit about that particular dimension of their work. The relational and empathic aspects of work were the foremost thoughts in their minds when asked about their activities in the innovation project. Upon closer inspection, however, it appears that while the formal dimensions, in terms of the frame of the project and professional care competencies, are clearly important, they are not the only factors in play here; other types of professional knowledge are equally significant to the care workers and their work within the project. The following section will demonstrate this point by indicating how the care workers portray their understanding of the situational and relational dimensions of their work, how they attempt to systematize these dimensions through the project methods, and how other professional competencies and skills come into play alongside caring rationality.

Attempts to systematize and support care relations

The innovation project constitutes a frame where relational dimensions are codified and systematized in a way that makes it possible to deal with them in more explicit ways. In this section, two examples of methods from the project shall be presented. They both illustrate the importance of care rationality in practices aimed at supporting the good life for citizens, but also demonstrate how the work with the innovation project leads to attempts to systematize and formalize certain dimensions of care work. In this sense, it is the interplay between systematic approaches to the innovations, as well as the competency of reading situations and people, that makes the innovation successful and possible to share within the organization. Working with life stories and action plans through the use of interview guides represents ways of sharing (through documentation), codifying and systematizing the relationship with citizens. Providing good care is easier when the care workers know the citizens and their life stories well. Getting the citizen to tell their life stories, however, requires time and trust. A care worker notes that it is often through one-to-one conversations
with citizens that silent needs are uncovered. It is important to take the time to talk to the citizen and to understand the expression of a need when something turns up in conversation. She explains that very often the things that are most important to the resident are not articulated during encounters with practical purposes and small talk. Working with people implies that you cannot always follow a script or plan all details in advance, however the systematic approach to talking with citizens about their wants and needs works as a way to get closer to the citizens and strengthen the relationship. Care workers also reported that the systematic approach has helped open up new perspectives of the citizens which were not seen before. On the other hand, care workers also stress that it is important to seize the moment with the citizens and be able to understand their needs in that particular moment. Often, major insights occur unexpectedly because the care workers are good at reading the situation and understanding what the citizen wants in that particular moment. In this sense, the use of the interview guide for citizens is supported by the situational competence of the care worker.

Another example is the use of tablets to support the active work with citizens’ life stories and to create what they call ‘special moments’ of spontaneous presence. Tablets are used as a form of technology to support this relationship and aid the establishment of trust and intimacy. For example, the tablets can be used to listen to music that the citizens used to like when they were younger, or to look at locations on Google street view to stimulate the citizens’ memories of places where they used to live. A care worker from one of the nursing homes presents a story where she used the tablet with a citizen with dementia who had been very confused one evening. The citizen immediately calmed down when the care worker found a picture of his daughter on the tablet. This good feeling lasted all evening and the citizen remained calm and happy. This, of course, could also be done with a photograph alone, but the tablet has a number of options. The tablet represents a way to systematize and make some of the relational aspects of care concrete and to create certain practices which all care workers can take part in and which can be transferred to other organizations.

The use of the tablet, however, relies on situated knowledge and such incidents cannot be fully planned. Especially with citizens with dementia, one cannot know in advance how the citizen will feel on a certain day, so it is about seizing the moment when the citizen is feeling well and is willing to engage. As another care worker says about the citizens who cannot participate in the ordinary activities of the nursing home:

‘This is for example residents with cognitive impairments, dementia etc. where they can manage something for fifteen minutes and that has to be done here and now, that is not planned, because then they will not be able to do it anyway, because they are not feeling well enough. But here you can see that the resident is feeling well so that you can have a special moment’ (care assistant, first round of interviews).

Even with the strong dimensions of tacit, situated knowledge in these interactions, there are ways of systematizing and codifying practices to support these dimensions. The rationality of care is constituted through the way care workers conceive of the here and now situation and the needs of the other (Dybbroe, 2012).

There is also an ethical dimension to this, where the care workers make an effort to understand the resident as a concrete other for whom they have a responsibility. The tablet is a new technology put into use in the nursing homes as part of the project, which in itself is a tool or support but cannot be the
innovation itself. Only through correct use, which requires certain skills that are not part of the script or the manual, can the tablet be successfully used to support the intimacy and good moments with the citizens. This requires care rationality or, in other words, a sensitivity to the resident in order to understand when and how to use the tablet in concrete situations. As Brown and Duguid (1991) point out about manuals, they specify what to do but not why. Similarly, a ‘catalogue of methods’ may give some suggestions on the technical use of the tablet or the purpose of using it in a care relationship. However, when and how to use it with a particular citizen requires situated knowledge and skills, which also entails ethical, practical reasoning. This might be understood through Krøjer and Dupret’s (2015) concept of moral literacy in technological care. Krøjer and Dupret (2015) present examples of nurses using new technologies that affect their relationships with patients by creating a feeling of distance between the nurse and the patient. In order to keep the relationship with the patient as the concrete other and maintain professional standards, nurses develop a moral literacy which helps them navigate and deal with morals and ethics in complex care situations (Krøjer & Dupret, 2015). The relationship between the care worker and caregiver raises both technical and ethical claims as to the use of technologies, such as the use of a tablet in care work. The competencies to deal with this can be learned and also partly articulated, but it requires experience. If the tablet as a method of best practice is to be transferred or diffused between organizations in the sector, this aspect is essential to understand. This aspect is what determines the adaption and concrete use of it in a new organization, and determines whether the technology will actually support the quality of life of the citizens in nursing homes.

Before ending the analysis, a few remarks shall be made about the types of knowledge and rationality not previously emphasized, but which are also important to the practices of care workers as expressed in the interviews. This analysis indicates that the innovation project supports attempts to codify and systematize care work and its relational dimensions. The importance of empathy and the relational dimensions of care work were prevalent in both rounds of interviews, but other rationalities and types of knowledge became especially clear in the second round of interviews; they will be briefly touched upon here. The aim is to contrast and clarify the different rationalities in formal paid care and to avoid an overemphasis on the local, tacit and contextual dimensions.

An example from the second round of interviews indicates how one of the nursing homes assesses the impact of the innovative activities on citizens. This nursing home focuses specifically on citizens with dementia who have difficulties in articulating their wants and needs. The methods they use are life stories, or ‘special moments’ of spontaneous presence (sometimes with the help of music), and they use these systematically to share knowledge and experiences about what works well with particular citizens. To make this work, care competencies about reading the citizen in a particular moment, as well as scientific and medical knowledge about dementia, is central. This is central both in regard to the actual activities and in the way that they attempt to document the effect of the innovation methods. They use a set of well-known parameters from science about dementia to assess the effect on citizens’ moods, levels of activity and waking states, and keep records about the reactions and development of citizens.

In order for care workers to work effectively with residents with dementia, they must possess a great deal of specialized knowledge about dementia, about rights to due process (e.g., rules for use of force, duty of care, confidentiality and consent, all of which were parameters especially prevalent in the second
round of interviews), as well as about empathy and caring rationality. As Davies (1995) argues, the formal knowledge works alongside caring competency, and this is revealed through the interviews. The interplay between situational and formal competencies is central to the innovations themselves and the processes through which they are developed.

Adaption and diffusion of innovation in care work

The study shows that care rationality stands central in care workers’ portrayals of their care practices, but it also shows attempts to systematize practices in ways that can be shared. The analysis highlighted the fact that other, more explicit and formal forms of rationality and knowledge, such as scientific rationality and understanding of formal rights to due process, were seen as central to the care workers. Practice based innovations, such as the ones in this case, are key to understanding innovation processes and the conditions for adaption and, consequently, diffusion of innovation between organizations. The interviews indicate that the local practice contexts determine which and how innovations developed in other organizations will be adapted by other organizations. The understanding of both rationality and values are central, as will be argued in this section.

The study indicates that rather than focusing on one type of knowledge in relation to care work practice for processes and diffusion of innovation, it must be understood how various types of knowledge unfold in different situations. There may be value in emphasizing the knowledge dimensions of care as a professional practice, even if it is highly relational. Some theories of care work and care ethics tend to be one-sided, working with a dichotomous representation of care in contrast to other types of knowledge. In the setting of formal, public sector care work, such dichotomous approaches seem to miss the interrelationship between different types of knowledge and underplay the importance of scientific, medical knowledge. This is apparent in the example of working with citizens with dementia and the professional distance required: not only must the care worker ensure equal treatment without favouritism/preferential treatment, but the care worker must also meet the citizen openly in order to read their needs and wishes in regard to their everyday lives. In the second round of interviews, one of the care assistants states how the practices related to the project, specifically the action plan for citizens, have given a more systematic approach to citizens; this has opened new perspectives on how to reach an understanding of what the citizens want. Working with an action plan for each citizen, where notes about the citizen’s habits, history and wishes are written down, has revealed new vistas about how the citizens want their everyday activities organized.

One important competency of care workers is to assess the situation and understand what type of knowledge and skills are required, something Davies also indicates with her representation of competency in care (1995). As a contribution to care work research, it can be seen how different rationalities and types of knowledge are in play. As in the examples illustrated, the rationality of caring and the moral literacy in the relationship with citizens is crucial to care work and to judging what type of knowledge is required in each situation. Thus, this study is relevant to innovation processes in that domain, as well as to diffusion of innovation across organizations. The interviews reveal that for care workers there are important values and identities connected to caring and, as the context of caring is one of ethics and values, they also determine the conditions for learning by the care workers and the organizations.
The second round of interviews touched more directly upon the connection between the different local sub-projects and the possibility of adopting innovations from other nursing homes. The employees expressed that the local anchoring of the sub-projects and the autonomy to define the methods by which to work have been important to them in making sense of the project. This autonomy has allowed new practices to evolve from existing practice and, according to the employees, is important to the potential adoption or adaption of methods developed at other nursing homes. When asked whether they would consider implementing methods presented from the other nursing homes, they agree that they would only consider taking on innovations that fit their local practices, routines and the needs their citizens experience. It seems also that there is an emphasis on adapting and remodelling methods to fit local contexts:

“It is more about the small things rather than large systems. It can be ideas about everything from how to greet a new citizen or how citizens with mutual interests find each other. You can take what you like and adapt it a little and make something new” (care assistant, second round of interviews).

In order to understand diffusion or adoption of innovation in this setting, which is characterized by both scientific, formal knowledge and concern for rights, and by relational and contextual rationality and competence related to care, communities of practice may be a key concept. This is supported by the interviews where it is made clear that sharing of knowledge and experience between the care workers is a central part of implementing and sustaining a focus on the activities. If we acknowledge the role that communities of practice play in knowledge sharing and adaption of innovations and methods, we can avoid the juxtaposition of abstracted knowledge with learning. We can look at ‘communities of practice’ as central sites for learning and knowledge sharing (Brown & Duguid, 1991; Wenger, 2000). Communities of practice refer to the specific work practices, which are central for negotiating meaning between participants (Dybbroe, 2012). They are also the communities with certain professional values and norms, which are essential to how care workers make sense of innovations in a ‘catalogue of methods’. In relation to care work, communities of practice play a central role in communication about care practices. In the interviews, several care workers refer to internal and external networks for learning and knowledge sharing, which can also be seen as communities of practice. Organizationally, this means that it is through the communities and groups of care workers that new methods will be negotiated and ascribed meaning before they are adapted into practice. Overlooking this may lead to resistance or to a use of technology that does not support the purpose of improving citizens’ quality of life. Dahl (2009) and Dahl and Rasmussen (2012) have described how the implementation of standards and procedures, and part of New Public Management, have led to different kinds of resistance at the care worker level. Thus, a lack of understanding of the value context means that there are no guarantees that the technology will even be adopted or adapted; if it does not make sense or seems to collide with the ethical demands and experiences, care workers may choose not to implement new methods into their daily practice. This has, however, not been the direct object of study in the research of this article, which has focused more on processes of innovation in a care work setting and less on communities of practice. Thus, these results can merely be indicated based on insights into innovation processes and knowledge shared as reported in the case. This could potentially be a subject for future research.
Conclusion

This article has discussed the conditions for dissemination of innovation across organizations in elder care in the municipality of Copenhagen. This has been discussed by investigating the knowledge and rationality at play in daily practice and innovation processes in care work in nursing homes. The article argues that understanding the knowledge and rationality at play in innovation processes is key to understanding conditions for the dissemination of innovation in care work, as the local context and identity is important for participants’ willingness to adopt innovations. It elucidates the interrelationship between the contextual and relational character of formal paid care work and more systematic, formal and codified types of knowledge, while the analysis illustrates how various types of knowledge and reasoning are relevant to care practice. The work with innovations in the case study involves an interplay between formal, explicit types of knowledge and situated, contextual knowledge of care. In this sense, the analysis of the article represents a break from an overly dichotomous view on care and competence, and it stresses that care rationality stands alongside other, more formal types of knowledge and rationality. The caring competence of reading the citizen and his or her needs in a particular moment, formal scientific knowledge about dementia, as well as an understanding of formal rights to due process are all central for the situations of care that employees portray as successful. The innovation project represents ways to systematize and formalize dimensions of care in ways that make it possible to talk, explicate and share experiences about care situations with particular citizens. The deep anchoring in local practice is emphasized as an important factor for the innovation project and its activities to be experienced as meaningful to the employees. They also express that adoption of innovations from other nursing homes would only be interesting if they fit into the local practices and experienced needs of citizens and, furthermore, that it would involve a great deal of adaption. In that sense, the article contributes to existing research on diffusion of innovation in the public sector by providing a concrete example of practices related to innovation and adaption in the domain of elder care. Based on the statements of care workers concerning how knowledge is developed and shared, the article has argued that communities of practice may be seen as a key concept pertaining to the processes and diffusion of innovation in care. The implications for practice are that there is a need for increased awareness and acknowledgement of how important the different types of rationality, including situated and relational care rationality, are for practices in elder care and for identities of care workers.
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